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Arms traditionally held in high W with rowing movements. We often dance with linked arms - right hooked
over left. Recording Kvaedi No 7
Songs and Dances from the Faeroe Islands

The Chain Dance
The earliest Faroese music was designed to accompany the Faroese chain dance and the kvæðið
(Kvaedi)  late medieval ballads. There are thousands of verses to these ballads and in order to
perform the chain dance familiarity with these verses is required. These simple and repetitive
melodies are sung without any instruments in a minor key.  The chain dance was once popular
all over Scandinavia, but has survived in its original form only in the Faroes.
The chain dance ballads are rhythmic tales that have their origins in the songs about heroes
and legends.
The following description is by V. U. Hammershaimb, Færøsk Anthologi, 1891: The
storyline of the ballad is attended by everybody with great interest, and if something
especially pleasant or moving occurs, you can see it in the look and movement of the dancers
– when the rage of the battle is described, the hands are clenched together, and when victory
is in hand, they make cheering movements.
Kvæði (Kvaedi; at kvøða: "to sing a tune or kvæði"; kvæði also means verse in Icelandic,
also sometimes used to mean stanza) are the old ballads of the Faroe Islands, accompanied
by the Faroese dance. Kvæði can have hundreds of stanzas plus a chorus sung between every
verse. It is generally thought that Faroese ballads, as elsewhere in Europe, began to be
composed in the Middle Ages, but we have very little medieval Faroese writing so the
ballads' medieval history is obscure. The subject matter of Faroese ballads varies widely,
including heroic narratives set in the distant past, contemporary poltics, and comic tales. The
most archaic-looking layer, however, is the heroic narratives. It was once thought that these
derive independently from Viking-Age oral narratives, and this may be true of a few, but it
has since been shown that most derive directly from written Icelandic sagas or occasionally
rímur. The traceable origins of Faroese balladry, then, seem to lie between the fourteenth
century (when the relevant Icelandic sagas tended to be composed) and the seventeenth
(when contacts with Iceland diminished).


